
Cliffside Refiners Limited Partnership Meeting 

April 28, 2020 @ 9:00 AM 

Attendees: 

(Cliffside) Rodney C. Brad H. Mark M. 

(Downtown) Emress B. Sam B. Mark W.   

(NOC)  Emmett L. David S. Cindy G. 

(CRLP) Nick D. Bob L.  Bobby S. Kaylyn S. 

  Mike D. Tony K. Nick H. Brad B. 

Roll Call 

 Noted 

Nick D.-Any changes to company or BLM policies about COVID. 

Sam B.-Getting cloth face masks delivered if not today then tomorrow.  Cliffside will now be 
wearing those, that is the most recent change in our policy. 

Tony K.-Is that mandated or just recommended? 

Sam B.-It is just recommended but not required. 

Nick D.-Next is operational issues. 

Mark M.-Going great.  We had some pressure variances on Friday it got down low and I 
allowed it to build back up.  It is now 1330.  We are learning as we go to accommodate other 
operations on the pipeline. 

Nick D.-Are you seeing any demand changes? 

Mark M.-It does not vary too much.  I do occasionally see the number change, but the variation 
has not changed too much. 

Sam B.-We are going to have the storage meeting at 11:00.  It seems that more companies are 
wanting to store gas.  There is some thought being given to turning the plant off if people are 
wanting to reinject.  We will keep pressure in the line for those who are wanting to take gas. 

Nick D.-That is a caveat into outage planning.  I now have scopes from Linde and Air Products I 
kind of know what the BLM scope is from past planned outage events.  I will still stand by what 
I was forecasting last week which would be a 4-day work outage, a nominal 7 to 8-day outage.  
We need to get our heads around when the best opportunity will be.  Any other suggestions for 
having a planned outage?   



So that is all I have on the email.  One other thing back to Mark, you were giving consideration 
to cooling down and starting the methane pump did you proceed with that? 

Mark M.-We did that, we brought it up to ambient temperature hopefully that melted any ice 
that was on the strainer and we cooled it back down and it is on standby now. 

Nick D.-There was a request for status report for HSP security guidelines.  My understanding is 
that CRLP, Air Products and Linde has submitted some. 

Brad H.-Yeah, I have got Booby S. his was forwarded yesterday there is a problem with his.  
Julian Mendez need resume, yours need resume, Randy Elliot need resume, Tony K. is 
forwarded, I got Clay and Wilbur today and Brad said he would give me his today sometime.  
Clay and Wilbur, I need resumes for those guys.   

Nick D.-Anything else that we need to address?  I guess we will talk to Sam on the next call here 
in a little bit. 


